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first and second regions communicate with one another
3,244,943 through a first magnetic-flux valve, which includes ma-
CONTINUOUS MAGNETIC-FLUX PUMP terial having the property of super-conduction when be-
Alvin F. Hildebrandt, La Crescenta, Daniel D. EHeman,
 Jow a critical temperature, and a means for raising this
La Canada Frank C. Whitmore, Altadeoa,.and Randall
 materia, above ^ riti al temperature. still another,
bfiHS^S1 ^ SS&SZS, ^ a^T a ~ "»•* -^tic-flux valve is included, wherehy a por-
corporation of California tlon of one of ^ walls of said first region may have
Filed Nov. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 155,598 its temperature elevated above the critical value, where-
8 Claims. (CI. 317—158) by it is no longer superconducing. A piston is provided
10 which substantially fills the first region when inserted
This invention relates to continuous magnetic-flux therein and which is made of superconducting material,
pumps. The invention described herein was made inthe Initially, all superconducting material is cooled below
performance of work under a NASA contract and is the critical temperature. A portion of the wall of said
subject to the provisions of the National Aeronautics and first region is heated above the superconducting temper-
Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 Stat. 426; 15 ature. An external magnetic-field-applying means is en-
42 U.S.C. 2451), as amended. ergized to aply a magnetic field to the first region. There-
This invention relates to a method and means for after, the first magnetic-flux valve is closed, whereby the
altering the intensity of a magnetic field by transposing entire wall defining said first region is enabled to become
flux from one location to the location desired for said superconducting, whereby some flux is trapped in said
magnetic field and, more particularly, to improvements 20 first region. The magnetic-field-applying means may then
therein. be de-activated, if desired. The first flux valve is then
In an application by Alvin F. Hildebrandt and Daniel opened, whereby the bridging material between the two
D. Elleman, which is assigned to a common assignee, regions is brought up to a temperature above the 'critical
there has been described and claimed a Magnetic-Flux temperature. :
Pump, Ser. No. 155,597, filed Nov. 29, 1961. The device 25 xhe piston of superconducting material is then inserted
described includes a pair of communicating cavities formed into the first region to substantially fill it. "As a result,
in a block of superconducting material. A piston, also the flux in the first region is displaced into the second
made of superconducting material, is dimensioned to be region. At this time the first flux valve is closed, where-
insertable into one of the cavities and to substantially by the section of superconducting material which is be-
fill said cavity. Magnetic flux is first trapped in the 30
 tween tne two regions is again permitted to be cooled
cavities by establishing a magnetic field therein while the
 to a temperature below the critical temperature. The
superconducting material is above the critical temperature flux in the second region is then trapped and cannot get
at which it goes superconducting. Thereafter, the tem-
 out, even when the piston is removed from the first
perature of the material is reduced below the critical
 n region. The foregoing operation can be repeated, where-
value, and then the exciting magnetic field may be re- 3-> by the flux in the second region is continually incremented
moved. The piston is then inserted into the cavity,
 and the field intensity there is increased. •
whereby the trapped flux is displaced therefrom and The
 novel features that are considered characteristic
moved to the other cavity through the communicating
 of this invention are set forth with particularity in the
region, in which other cavity it is added to the field al- appended claims. The invention itself, both as to its
ready present. By varying the ratios of the areas of organization and method of operation, as well as addi-
the two cavities, it is possible to produce a field having tional objects and advantages thereof, will best be under-
much greater flux density in the second, smaller cavity,
 &tood from the following description when read in con-
into which the flux is transposed. nection with the accompanying drawings^ in which:
It is found that, in order to retain the flux in the FIGURE 1 is a drawing of an embodiment of the in-
second cavity, it was necessary to maintain the piston in vention; and
the first cavity. As soon as the piston was removed from FIGURE 2 is a schematic drawing of another embodi-
the first cavity, the additional flux in the second cavity ment of the invention.
would return to the first cavity. Thus, it was not pos- jt is known that when certain metals are cooled below
sible to increase flux in the second cavity by adding there-
 50 a very low characteristic temperature they exhibit prop-
to from the first cavity, since every time the piston was erties, such as an abnormally high electrical conductivity
removed from the first cavity the additional flux in the and an almost perfect diamagnetistn (the Meissner effect),
second cavity would return to the first cavity. In accordance with this invention, advantage is taken of
An object of this invention is the provision of a mag- the superconductive effect for the purpose of either creat-
netic-flux-pumping apparatus wherein magnetic flux can
 55 ing a large flux field or for creating a region which is
be transferred from one region to a second region, held substantially flux free. In other words, in accordance
in said second region while more magnetic flux is ap- with this invention, the mechanism is provided.for pump-
plied to said first region, and thereafter transferred to ing magnetic flux from one region to a second region and
said second region to be added to the flux already there. kept there, employing apparatus which may be' analogized
Another object of this invention is the provision of J.Q to a valve which is operated to prevent flux from returning
a magnetic-flux-pump apparatus which permits the con- to the second region. ' / .
tinual increase of magnetic flux to a magnetic-flux field. Referring now to the drawing, FIGURE'1 shows an
Yet another object of this invention is the provision isometric and schematic view of an embodiment of- the
of a novel and useful apparatus for establishing a larger invention. Basically, this includes a block of material
magnetic,field than heretofore thought attainable.
 65 10, which has the property of superconductivity when
Still another object of the present invention is the it is reduced in temperature to a value -below a critical
provision of a system which enables incrementing a temperature value. Such materials are known and, for
magnetic field to a desired intensity. example, may be niobium or lead. The block of material
These and other objects of this invention may be has two cavities 12, 14 milled therethrough.- These cav-
achieved with apparatus which has first and second regions ^0 ities are preferably cylindrical in form.- Between the
defined by walls made of material having the property cavity 12 and the outside edge of the block of material, a
of superconduction below a critical temperature. The number of holes are drilled, and through 'them-is in-
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sorted heater wire 16. An number of holes are also
drilled in the bridging material between the two cylin-
drical cavities 12,14, and a heater wire 18 is also threaded
through these cavities. The piston 20 is also made of
material having the property of superconductivity and is
dimensioned so that it may be inserted into the cavity 12,
and, when in that cavity, it substantially completely fills it.
The piston is attached to a rod 22. Since the structure
thus far described will have to be cooled below the critical
temperature, it is placed in a cryostat, or Dewar flask.
These are commercially purchasable apparatuses which
are well known and are employed for the purpose of re-
ducing the temperature of objects to a very low value.
The walls of the Dewar flask are represented by the walls
24, shown in section. A cover 26 is provided for the
Dewar flask. This cover has openings therein for the
purpose of enabling the rod 22, which affords actuation
of the piston 22 to extend outside the cover. Also, open-
ings are provided so that connection may be made from
the resistance wires 18, externally of the Dewar flask, to
a switch 28 and to a source of potential 30. Similarly,
the cover affords access to the resistance wires 16, so that
connection may be made to an external switch 32 and a
source of potential 34. As will be seen, the resistance
wires represent means for heating the cavity-wall portion
and the bridge portion in which they are inserted.
A means is provided for establishing a magnetic field
within the cavities 12, 14, such that the lines of magnetic
flux are parallel to the axis of the cavity. This means
comprises three solenoid coils, respectively 36, 38, and
40, which surround the Dewar flask. Energy for these
three coils is obtained from a source 42, which is con-
nected to the three coils through a switch 44.
In operation, initially the piston 20 is not inserted in
the cavity, and the piston 20 and the block 10 are brought
down to a temperature below the critical value at whhh
they' exhibit the properties of superconductivity. At this
time, the switch 32 is closed, whereby the resistance wires
16 heat the' wall of the cavity 12, so that effectively the
wall of the cavity 12 does not constitute a closed cylinder
of superconducting material, but there is an opening there-
in. Alternatively stated, there is no closed path for
current of the type induced in the superconducting wall
to flow. The circuit of material in a superconductive
state is opened. As a result, when the switch 44 is closed,
the solenoid coils 36, 38, and 40 are enabled to extend
the magnetic field through the cavity 12. This couid not
be done if the walls of the cavity 12 did constitute a closed
cylinder of superconducting material at the superconduc-
tive temperature.
Thereafter, the switch 32 is opened, whereupon the
region of the wall of the cavity 12, which is held above
the superconducting temperature, is permitted to be cooled
below the superconducting temperature. As a result, flux
is trapped within the cavity 12, so that when the switch
44 is opened and the external magnetic field is removed,
a magnetic field remains which extends through the cav-
ity 12, existing by virtue of persistent currents flowing in
the walls of the cavity. Next, the switch 28 is closed,
whereupon, the superconducting bridging region, which
is between the cavities 12 and 14, is heated up above the
superconducting temperature. This has no effect on the
total trapped field, even though a region is established
along the walls of the cavities 12 and 14 which is above
the superconducting temperature, except that the field
redistributes itself, some of the flux transferring across
the bridging ^material to the cavity 14. However,
when the piston 20 is inserted into the cavity 12 the
. t rapped flux can be and is moved through the region
between the cavities 12, 14, which now is not supercon-
ducting, to the region of the cavity 14. This occurs by
virtue of the fact that the piston 20 is perfectly conduct-
ing, anj, when inserted into the cavity 12, surface-eddy
currents are induced on the piston which maintain the
field internal to the piston at zero, and so increase the
field external to the piston to a value which results from
compressing all the lines of magnetic "Sax formerly o:-
cupying the cylinder into the space now left be£#een the
piston and the cylinder wall of cavity 12, the space be-
5 tween cavity 12 and 14, and the interior in cavity 14.
Now, if the switch 28 is opened, the bridging region
between the cavities 12, 14 is cooled below the super-
conducting temperature. As a result, even though the
piston 20 is removed from the cavity 12, the flux in the
ln cavity 14 remains trapped and cannot return to the cavity
12.
By repeating the foregoing operations, namely, (1)
closing switch 32, (2) closing switch 44, (3) opening
switch 32, (4) opening switch 44, (5) closing switch 28,
15 (6) inserting piston 20 into the cavity 12, (7) opening
switch 28, and (8) removing piston 20 from cavity 12,
additional increments of flux may be added to the cavity
14 to build up the flux field to an extremely high intensity.
Provision may be made for inserting any desired instru-
20 ments or apparatus in the cavity 14 from outside the
cryostat by the expedient of extending a tube with insulat-
ing walls from outside of the cryostat through the cryostat.
cover into the cavity 14, or by forming the cryostat so
that cavity 14 is available.
25 The apparatus just described may also be used for
creating a region which is substantially free of magnetic
flux. In order to do this, the block of material 10 is
oriented so that the magnetic-flux lines of tie earth's
magnetic field extend parallel to the axis of the cylindrical
30 cavities 12, 14. The piston 20 and the block 10 are all
cooled below the temperature of superconductivity, as
before. Thereafter, the apparatus is operated as previous-
ly described, except that no external field coils 36, 38, and
40 are needed. The external field is provided by the.
35 earth's field. Therefore, first switch 32 is closed, where-
by the region between the cavity 12 and the outer wall of
the block of material 10 is heated above the superconduct-
ing temperature. The earth's magnetic field can then es-
tablish a field within the cavity 12. Switch 32 is then
40 opened, whereby the region of the wall of the cylindrical
cavity 12, which was above the superconducting tempera-
ture, is cooled below that temperature. Then switch 28
is closed to heat the adjacent wall regions of cavities 12
and 14 above the superconducting temperature.
45 A piston 20 is next inserted into the cavity 12, where-
by the flux in the cavity 12 is pumped across to cavity
14. Then switch 28 is opened. After the region between
the cavities 12 and 14 has cooled below the critical tem-
perature, piston 20 is withdrawn from cavity 12. Cavity
50 12 then has completely superconducting walls, and, as a
result, the earth's field cannot enter the cavity 12; neither
can the flux in cavity 14 leak across the bridging material.
Therefore, the region established by the cylindrical walls
of the cavity 12 is substantially magnetic-field free. Any
55 desired experiments may then be conducted within this
region, to which access may be had by inserting through
a suitable opening in the cover 26 a cylindrical tube with
insulating walls.
FIGURE 2 is a circuit diagram of apparatus for effec-
60 lively accomplishing the results achieved by the apparatus
of FIGURE 1, which employs wire made of superconduct-
ing material, rather than the superconducting block 10.
The apparatus includes a first solenoid 50, made of super-
conducting material such as niobium wire. A second
C5 solenoid 52 is also made of superconducting material and
is connected in parallel with the first solenoid 50. A
shorting connection 54 is made between the ends of the
first and second solenoids. A coil of resistance wire 56 is
wound around an end of the first solenoid 50, which con-
70 nects to a junction 58 of the shorting wire 54. This heater
wire 56 is connected to apparatus placed externally of the
cryostat, which includes a switch 60 and a source of
operating potential 62.
Another coil of heater wire 64 is wound around the
75 shorting connection 54 and is connected externally of the
3,244,943
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cryosfat to a switch 66 in series with a source of potential
68. .The piston 70 of superconducting material is suffi-
_,-ciently' large to be insertable into the cylinder defined
by the coils of the first solenoid 50, to substantially fill
that cylinder. The piston 70 is connected to a handle 5
71, to enable the piston 70 to be moved into thy cylin-
drical cavity defined by the solenoid 50 from outside of
the cryostat 74. A means for providing a magnetic field
with flux lines parallel to the axes of the first and second
solenoids, respectively 50, 52, includes a first coil 76, a
second coil 78, and a third coil 80, which surround the
cryostat 74. Energy for the three field-establishing sole-
noids consists of a source of potential 82 connected in
series with a switch 84 which is connected to the three
coils.
Initially, the first and second solenoids, respectively 50,
52, the shorting connection 54, and the piston 70 are all
cooled below the critical temperature. Then the switch
60 is closed, whereby the resistance wire 56 heats up one
end of the solenoid 50. Then switch 84 is closed, to
provide a magnetic field. Since one end of the solenoid
50 is above the critical temperature, the closed circuit of
material in its superconducting state is opened, no current
evacuated of magnetic flux. This can be done by initial-
ly orienting the structures, as indicated, to be parallel
to the magnetic lines of flux of .the earth's field. The
structures are at a temperature above the critical tem-
perature. The structures are then cooled below the
critical temperature, thus trapping the magnetic field with-
in the indicated cavities. Now in FIGURE 1, the switch
32 is closed, thus opening the superconducting circuit
around the wall of the cavity 12 by heating it above the
critical temperature. The piston 20 is then inserted in
the cavity, displacing the flux therefrom. Because the
communicating material between cavities 12 and 14 is be-
low the critical temperature, the flux is not displaced
into the cavity 14. The switch 32 is then opened, and
15 the material at the outer wall of the cavity 12 is then per-
mitted to be cooled below the critical temperature. Then
piston 20 is withdrawn from tie cavity 12, whereby a
substantially field-free region exists therein.
At this time, switch 28 is closed, which heats the
bridging material between apertures 12 and 14 above
the critical temperature. This enables magnetic flux
which is in the cavity 14 to flow to the pump chamber
12 through the bridging material, which is above the
superconducting temperature. As a result, the intensity
20
flows, and a magnetic-flux field can be established through
the solenoid winding. Otherwise, if one end of the sole- 25 of the magnetic field in the region 14 is lowered.
noid 50 were not above the critical temperature, currents Thereafter, switch 28 is opened, whereby the flux which
flowed into the cavity 12 is trapped therein. The cycle
of operation described above is then repeated, in order
to drive the trapped flux out of the cavity 12.. In review,
30 this operation comprises, first, closing switch 32; next,
the piston 20 is inserted in the cavity 12; next, switch 32
is opened; thereafter, piston 20 is withdrawn from the
cavity 12; then switch 28 is closed; and, thereafter, .switch
28 is opened. In this manner, the region defined in
from outside of the cryostat is removed. However, a 35 cavity 14 may be pumped down to be substantially
field still exists by reason of the flux which is trapped magnetic-field free.
Substantially the same technique may be employed
for establishing a field-free region within the cavity de-
fined by the turns of the solenoid winding 52. Initially,
40
 the apparatus is arranged so that the magnetic lines of
flux of the earth's field pass through the solenoid wind-
ings parallel to the axis thereof. The solenoids are then
cooled below the critical temperature. Next, switch 60
is closed, which effectively enables the magnetic field
below the critical temperature, rather than through the 45 which exists within the turns of the solenoid winding 50
shorting wire 54, which is above the critical temperature, to be displaced therefrom by the insertion of the super-
would be induced which would flow through the solenoid
and the shorting wire, and these currents would establish
a flux field which would oppose that of the field sought
to be established.
Th: switch 60 is next opened, whereby the connection
between the end of the solenoid winding 50 and the junc-
tion 58 is cooled below the critical temperature. The
switch 84 is then also opened, whereby the flux field
by the superconducting solenoid 50. The current main-
taining this trapped field flows in a path which includes
ing winding of the solenoid 50 and the short-circuiting
connection 54.
The switch 66 is closed, whereby the resistance winding
64 heats the wire 54 above the superconducting tempera-
ture. As a result, the current which maintains the trapped
field will flow through the solenoid winding 52, which is
because the resistance of the wire 54, when above the
critical temperature, effectively is that of an insulator,
when compared with the resistance of the winding 52,
which is below the critical temperature.
At this time, the piston 70 is inserted into the cylin-
drical cavity defined by the turns of the first solenoid 50.
As a result, all magnetic flux within the cavity of this
solenoid is transferred over the second solenoid 52. The
conducting piston 70.
Next, the switch 60 is opened, and the switch 66 is
closed. Thereafter, the piston 70 is withdrawn from
50 the cavity of the solenoid 50. This permits the magnetic
flux which is trapped in the solenoid 52 to transfer into
the solenoid 50. The reason that this occurs is because,
when switch 60 is opened, the connection of the end of
the solenoid 50 to the junction 58 goes below the super-
switch 66 is opened, and the shortening wire 54 is permit- 55 conducting temperature. When the switch 66 is closed,
ted to cool to a temperature below the critical tempera- the shorting connection 54 is permitted to be heated up
ture. Accordingly, the current which circulates main- beyond the superconducting temperature. • .As. a result,
tains the field previously trapped by the solenoid 50 in current, due to the trapped field in the solenoid 52, is
solenoid 52. The piston 70 can be withdrawn from the permitted to circulate through the winding 50.. Then,
solenoid 50. The switch 60 can then be closed, and a 60 switch 66 is opened, whereupon the connection 54 goes
new pumping cycle can be initiated. below the superconducting temperature, and current
which flows through the winding 50 can also flow through
the connection 54, instead of through the solenoid 52.
The cycle of operation just described is then repeated.
65 In this manner, the magnetic field existing in the cavity
established by the turns of the solenoid, winding 52 is
reduced to substantially zero.
In an application for a Magnetic-Flux Pump, by Alvin
F. Hildebrandt, Daniel D. Elleman, and Frank C. Whit-
the heating wires or resistance windings may be called, is 70 more, Serial No. 155,596, filed November 29, 1961,
similar in both instances. For this purpose, the orienta- which is assigned to a common assignee, there is de-
tion of the solenoids 50 and 52 is such that their axis is scribed an arrangement for increasing considerably the
parallel with the magnetic-field lines of the earth's field. efficiency of magnetic-flux pumps by extending the cylin-
If desired, the cavity defined by the second solenoid 52 der 20 in an axial direction with material such as iron,
and also the cylindrical cavity 14 in FIGURE 1 may be 75 or ferrous material, which is first inserted in the cavity
The apparatus described operates to build up the in-
tensity of the mangetic field, which extends through the
solenoid 52 by effectively using a mechanical pumping
motion to transfer the flux into the receiving region.
Just as the apparatus described in FIGURE 1 could
be employed for establishing a field-free region, so the
apparatus of FIGURE 2 may be employed for this pur-
pose. The utilization of the piston and the flux gates, as
, 3,244,943
when the magnetic field is first established therein. Thus,
a larger amount of flux than that which is possible with
only air existing in the cavity is initially concentrated
in the cavity and can thereafter be trapped. In this
manner, more flux can be pumped. The use of an addi- 5
tional section of piston with iron may be employed here-
in for increasing the efficiency of the operation of the
magnetic-flux pump shown in FIGURES 1 and 2.
There has accordingly been described and shown herein
novel and useful apparatus for effectively pumping mag-
 10
rietic flux employing mechanical means, whereby the
flux can be concentrated in a predetermined region to sub-
stantially a desired magnetic-flux intensity. It will be
appreciated that by altering the cross-sectional areas of
the pumping cavity 12 to the storage cavity 14, or the 15
respective cavities established by the first and second
solenoids, the intensity of the magnetic fields established
may also be varied in a desired manner. There is pro-
vided by this invention a unique energy-storage device,
since the cavity in which the magnetic flux is stored 20
affords instant access to the magnetic field without the
presence of the inductance normally presented by the
solenoid usually employed for establishing high-intensity
mangetic fields.
We claim: 25
1. A magnetic-flux pump comprising first supercon-
ductive means for establishing a first magnetic-flux trap-
ping region, second superconductive means for estab-
lishing a second magnetic-flux trapping region, first means
for enabling when operative the introduction of magnetic 30
flux into said first magnetic-flux trapping region, means
for controlling the operability of said first means, means
for applying magnetic flux to said first magnetic-flux
trapping region when said first means is operative, sec-
ond means for enabling when operative the transfer of 35
magnetic flux from said first to said second magnetic-
flux trapping region, means for controlling the oper-
ability of said second means, and means for driving
magnetic flux from said first to said second flux-trapping
region when said second means is operative. 40
2. A magnetic-flux pump as recited in claim 1 where-
in said first superconductive means for establishing a
first flux-trapping region and said second superconduc-
tive means for establishing a second flux-trapping region
each respectively comprises walls defining a cavity, said 45
cavity walls having a region of contiguity, said walls
being made of material having the property of super-
conductivity when below a predetermined temperature;
said first means comprises means for raising the tem-
perature above said predetermined temperature of a por- 50
tion of the walls defining the cavity comprising said first
flux-trapping region, and said second means comprises
means for raising the temperature of the contiguous por-
tion of the walls defining the cavities comprising said
first and second flux-trapping region above said prede- 55
termined temperature.
3. A magnetic-flux pump as recited in claim 1 wherein
said^first superconductive means for establishing a first
flux-trapping region and said second superconductive
means for establishing a second flux-trapping region com- 60
prise two solenoid coils, means connecting both said
solenoid coils in parallel with each other, and a short-
ing wire connected across said parallel-connected sole-
noid coils, said solenoid coils and said shorting wire
being made of material having the property of super- 65
conductivity wheri cooled below a predetermined tem-
perature; said first means comprises means for raising
.the temperature of one end of said solenoid coils above
said predetermined temperature, said second means com-
prises means for raising the temperature of a portion of 70
said shorting wire above said predetermined temperature.
4. A magnetic-flux pump comprising first supercon-
ductive means for establishing a first magnetic-flux trap-
ping region, second superconductive means for establish-
ing 'a second magnetic-flux trapping region, supercon- 75
8
ductive means common to both flux-trapping regions,
first means for enabling when operative the introduc-
tion of magnetic flux into said first magnetic-flux trip-
ping region,, means for controlling the operability of said
first means, second means for enabling when operative
the transfer of magnetic flux from said first to said sec-
ond magnetic-flux trapping region, means for controlling
the operability of said second means, and means for
transferring flux from said first to said second flux-
trapping region when said second means is operative.
5. A magnetic-flux pump as recited in claim 4 where-
in said first and second superconductive means com-
prises a block of material having a first and second
cylindrical cavity therein, said superconductive means
common to both flux-trapping regions includes the mate-
rial of said block which is between said cavities, said block
being made of material having the properties of super-
conductivity below a predetermined temperature, said
first means comprises means for raising the temperature
of a portion of the wall of said first cavity above said
predetermined temperature, and said second means com-
prises means for raising the temperature of said material
between said cavities above said predetermined tempera-
ture.
6. A magnetic-flux pump as recited in claim 4 where-
in said first and second superconductive means respec-
tively comprise first and second solenoid coils, means
connecting both said solenoid coils in parallel with each
other, said superconductive means common to both flux-
trapping regions includes a shorting wire connected across
both said connected-together solenoid coils, said solenoid
coils and said shorting wire being made of material hav-
ing the property of superconductivity when cooled below
a predetermined temperature; said first means comprises
means for raising the temperature of one end of said
solenoid coils above said predetermined temperature, said
second means comprises means for raising the temperature
of a portion of said shorting wire above said predeter-
mined temperature.
7. A magnetic-flux pump comprising a block of ma-
terial having a first and second cylindrical cavity formed
therein, said cavities being spaced from one another by
a bridge of material, a piston for insertion into said first
cavity, said piston 'being dimensioned to substantially
fill said cavity when inserted therein, said block and said
piston being made of material which has the property
of superconductivity when cooled below a predetermined
temperature, means for cooling said block and piston
below said predetermined temperature, first means for
heating a portion of said block of material forming the
wall of said first cavity above said critical temperature,
means for establishing a magnetic field extending through
said first cavity, means for inactivating said first means
for heating to permit said first cavity wall to be cooled
below said critical temperature, second means for heat-
ing said bridge of material above said critical temper-
ature, means for inserting said piston into said first
cavity to transfer the magnetic flux therefrom into said
second cavity, means for inactivating said second means
for heating to enable said bridge of material to be cooled
below said critical temperature, and means for withdraw-
ing said piston from said first cavity.
8. A magnetic-flux pump comprising a first solenoid
coil having first and second ends and defining a first
cavity within the turns thereof, a second solenoid coil
having first and second ends connected to the respective
first and second ends of said first solenoid coil; said sec-
ond solenoid coil defining a second cavity within the turns
thereof, a shorting wire connected between the con-
nected-together ends of said solenoid coils to be con-
nected across both solenoids, a piston, said first and
second solenoid coils, said shorting wire, and said piston
being made of material having the property of super-
conductivity below a predetermined temperature, means
for cooling said solenoid first and second coils, said
1
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f
pistonxand said shorting wire below said predetermined
temperature, first means for raising the temperature of
one end of said first solenoid coil above said critical tem-
perature, means operable for establishing a magnetic
field with flux lines extending through said first cavity,
means for rendering said first means inoperative to permit
said one end of said first solenoid coil to be cooled below
said critical temperature, means for rendering said means
for establishing a magnetic field inoperative, second
means for raising the temperature of said shorting wire
above said critical value, means for inserting said piston
into said first cavity, means for rendering said second
10
10
means inoperative to permit said shorting wire to be
cooled below said critical temperature, and means for
removing said piston from said first cavity.
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